
Corinium Stages 4th May 2014. 

  
The winning team with their trophies. The winning team with their car. 

The morning of the event dawned bright, slightly breezy but definitely not comfortably warm.  

However this changed dramatically as the day progressed and the weather and the competitions 

developed. The dry conditions were always going to provide tight times and this was proven when 

Gary Le Coadou and Tony Bassett set out their intentions taking the lead in first stage where they 

remained to the end fending off all challengers to win after all eight stages by only 11 seconds from 

Aaron Newby/Tom Woodburn, Josh Payton/Marcus Mizen in third place.  This shows just how close 

the competition was throughout the day.  This leading group contained the Mitsubishi EVO of 

Martyn and Dawn England until they had to withdraw with Mechanical failure in after stage 4.  While 

the leaders ran trouble-free the high speeds claimed casualties among the rest of the teams. Mark 

Fisher/Dominic Adams retired their Escort after stage 2, Dean Thomas/Dominic Adams took their 

Davrian home with a broken rear suspension arm and Stuart Cameron/Guy Robinson had engine 

problems.  During the middle of the day Le Coadou and Newby were matching stage time almost 

exactly but then on stage 5 Newby nearly ended his day by hitting a small deer that had ventured 

onto the stage.  Some frantic work by his mechanics restored the front of the Impreza in time for 

him to continue the on next stage. From stage six both Le Coadou and Payton started to push harder 

and so Le Coadou extended his small lead and Payton who had been lagging a bit overhauled the 

Chard/Hopkins pairing to move into his finishing position of third. Hopkins was a late victim of the 

stage furniture and retired before the end after hitting a marker bale.  The day ended in bright 

sunshine, all coats discarded and with some evidence of sunburn on those present. So as mentioned 

earlier it was a hot day for both competition and weather. 

Overall top ten where; 

1. Le Coadou/Bassett; Corolla WRC 
2. Newby/Woodburn; Impreza 
3. Payton/Mizen; Escort Mk2 
4. Chard/Tortoiseshell; Impreza 
5. Hopkins/Trimble EVO 6 

6. Simmons/Moss Darrian T9 
7. Davis/Davis; Escort 
8. Beck/Brown; Escort 
9. Kakad/Price; EVO 8 
10. Baker/White;Escort 

Class results; 

A. Davis/Richings; Corsa 

B. Felstead/Martin; Saxo 

C. Payton/Mizen; Escort 

D. Davis/Davis; Escort 

E. Newby/Woodburn; Impreza. 


